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DBI AT DIGIVATION AFRICA FUTURE SUMMIT 2022, HIGHLIGHTS DIGITAL SKILLS ACQUISITION AS PREQUISITES FOR DIGITAL 
FUTURE 

 
The President/CEO, Digital Bridge 
Institute, DBI, Engr. Prof. Mohammed 
Ajiya has said that ICT capacity building 
and digital skills acquisitions are the 
prequisites for a successful digital nation 
and smart economy. Prof. Ajiya, on 
Wednesday in Lagos,  stated this at a 
digital summit organized by the 
DigiVation Network with the theme: THE 
FUTURE NOW. As one of the Executive 
Speakers, DBI's CEO pointed out that the 
future is digital and as such digital skills 
are surely essential commodities for a 
sustainable digital future adding that the 
trend of digital activities would increase 
due to the introduction of 5G. DBI was 
awarded the Pillar of Skills for 
Development for its contribution to human 
capital towards the attainment of digital 
economy. Earlier in his welcome address, 
the Chief Host and Founder of 
DIGIVATION NETWORKS Dr. Bayero 
Agabi stated that the summit served as a 
platform to articulate issues bordering on 
digital inclusion of future generations 
adding that the summit was anchored on 
governance,  innovation and people. The 
President/CEO was accompanied by 
HLC Mr. Sani Tsoho Yakawada and Mr. 
lsreal Baiye of CS/IT respectively. 

 
President/CEO Digital Bridge Institute in a group photograph session with awardees at the occasion. 

 

 
During the interview session with AIT 
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DBI PARTICIPATES AT THE 2022 AFRICAN EDUCATION CONFERENCE 

The Association for Formidable Educational Development 
(AFED) was on Wednesday,15th June, 2022 organised, the 
2022 African Education Conference with the Theme: 
"TRACKING THE OUT OF SCHOOL CHILDREN WHO IS 
DOING WHAT?" The conference which took place  at the Public 
Service Institute of Nigeria, FCT Abuja had in attendance over 
2000 low cost private school owners across Nigeria and various 
stakeholders in the education sector from Nigeria international 
communities. Representing the DBI President/CEO at the 
occasion were  Mr Paulinus Ugwoke, Group Head, Research 
Innovation and Consultancy, accompanied by Mr Akin 
Ogunlade, Head Public Affairs Units. During his goodwill 
message, Mr. Paulinus Ugwoke pointed out that, Digital Bridge 
Institute was established by the Nigerian Communication 
Commission (NCC) with focused on capacity building and man 
power development for both private and government 
organizations especially on general skills development and for 
self-sustenance. He went further, that the lnstitute offers an 
entrepreneurship programme for the teaching and non teaching 
staff of tertiary institutions in Nigeria sponsored by the Nigerian 
Communications Commission ( NCC.) The National President 
of AFED, Hon. Orji Kanu Emmanuel stated that 
 objectives of the conference is to showcase the work being 
done by low-cost private schools; the market opportunity for 
sustainable low-cost basic education development; the 
potentials for social impact through investment in low cost 
schools, and to demonstrate practically how low cost schools 
could be deployed as a tool for poverty reduction, improving 
access to funding for existing and potential low cost schools and 
to promote innovative ideas for their building capacity, he 
posited. 

 
Mr Paulinus Ugwoke delivering his Goodwill message at the Conference. 

 
L-R Agata Wilam, Dr Niran Oyekale Member, DBI Governing Board, Mr Paulinus Ugwoke Representing DBI President/CEO and a guest from NUC 
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ADAPTI: DBI COMPLETES TRAINING OF 110 BOSU STAFF 

University 
management, 
Participants show 
gratitudes,  commend 
NCC, DBI_ No fewer 
than 110 staff  of Borno 
State University 
(BOSU), Maiduguri 
have successfully been 
trained by the Digital 
Bridge Institute, DBI on  
two courses of 
Advanced Digital 
Awareness Programme 
for Tertiary Institutions 
(ADAPTI) The training, 
which took place at the 
University campus, was 
handled by the  Digital 
Bridge Institute, DBI 
resource persons who 
took the participants on 
the Internet and Office 
Productivity Tools 
(IOPT) and Statistical 
Packages for Social 
Sciences (SPSS) 
courses. The 
participants, drawn from 
both academic and non- 
academic staff of the 
University, were 
encouraged after the 
training by the DBI team 
to apply the knowledge 
and skills acquired from 
the training in their work 
environment, thus 
become good 
ambassadors of DBI 
Meanwhile, during the 
closing ceremony of the 
training, both the 
participants and 
University management 
thanked and 
appreciated the 
Nigerian 
Communications 
Commission, NCC as 
well as DBI for bringing 
such training to the 
University as they 
expressed satisfaction 
for delivery methods 
engaged by DBI training 
team. The Vice- 
Chancellor, Prof. Umar 
Kyari Sandabe who 
spoke on behalf of the 
University management 
and staff called on NCC 
and DBI for 
collaboration in other 
areas of skills 
development and then 
enjoined his staff to 
keep practicing what 
they have learnt. 
Participants were at the 
end awarded 
certificates and 
declared them Alumni of 
the Digital Bridge 
Institute, DBI. 

 
Class session 

 

The Vice Chancellor of the University Prof. Umar Kyari Sandabe as one of 
the participants in the class. 

 
The Vice Chancellor presenting a gift to the adapti training coordinator in 

appreciation of the training 
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THE NATIONAL TESTING AGENCY (NTA) INDIA PARTNERS WITH DBI TO CONDUCT ITS  JOINT ENTRANCE EXAMINATION (JEE) 
(CBT) in DBI LAGOS LEARNING CENTRE 

The National Testing Agency NTA 
India recently conducted its Joint 
Entrance Examination JEE at the DBI 
Lagos Learning Centre. The Exam 
was held in two batches on 24th and 
25th June 2022. The National Testing 
Agency (NTA) was established as a 
premier, specialist, autonomous and 
self-sustained testing organization to 
conduct entrance examinations for 
admission/fellowship in higher 
educational institutions. The Agency is 
entrusted to assess candidates for 
admission and recruitment based on 
international standards and efficiency. 
National Testing Agency (NTA) is a 
registered society under the Societies 
Registration Act, 1860. 
The NTA conducts all exams in many 
domains such as the Joint Entrance 
Examination (JEE): The Joint 
Entrance Examination – Main (JEE-
Main), formerly All India Engineering 
Entrance Examination (AIEEE), is an 
Indian standardised computer-based 
test (CBT) for admission to various 
technical undergraduate programs in 
engineering, architecture, and 
planning across colleges in India. The 
Exam which held globally including 
Lagos, Nigeria was conducted 
successfully at the DBI Lagos 
Learning Centre. 

 
Students during the exercise. 

DBI TRAINS  NCC STAFF ON "DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION" AT THE LAGOS LEARNING CENTRE 
The DBI has commenced its annual 
training runs for the staff of the Nigeria 
Communication Commission (NCC). 
The first run at the DBI Lagos learning 
Centre commenced on  Monday 20th 
of June until Friday 24th and was titled 
"Digital Transformation: Moving 
towards a Digital Society". The training 
concluded with the participants 
submitting very positive feedback 
about their training experience. 
In the same vein the participants 
poured encomium and accolades on 
the DBI in-house experts for the state-
of-the-art delivery methods engaged 
by them. The Head of Campus, 
Mallam Sani Tsoho Yakawada 
informed participants that it was for 
capacity building programmes like 
these that the Commission 
established the DBI since 2004. He 
reminded them  that the Institute's 
efforts enabled the organisation to 
achieve the status of Centre of 
Excellence in Africa by International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU). He 
charged them to encourage their 
colleagues to continue patronising the 
Institute's training. Participants were at 
the end awarded  certificates and 
declared them alumni of Digital Bridge 
Institute (DBI) by the Head of Lagos 
Learning Centre, Mr. Sani Tsoho 
Yakawada. 

 
DBI Lagos Head of Campus presenting the certificate at the  end 

of training to a participant. 

 
NCC staff receiving training certificate from The Head of DBI Lagos 

Campus. 
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DBI PRESIDENT PARTICIPATES AT CISCO SAFARI INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 2022. 
As one of the foremost Institutions in Information 
Communication Technology in the country, the 
President/CEO, Digital Bridge Institute (DBI), Prof. 
Mohammed Ajiya was on Tuesday, 28th June, 2022 
participate at the ANNUAL CISCO SAFARI 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 2022. The Conference, 
which took place at Communication and Digital Economy 
Complex, Mbora, Abuja, was put together by the National 
Information Technology Development Agency (NITDA). The 
DBI President was therefore invited as a Guest of Honour to 
the conference with the theme: "Digital Skills in the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution: Impact on National Development " In 
his Goodwill message,  Engr. Prof Mohammed Ajiya, heaped 
praises on the convener of the event for their contributions 
to the National Development in the area of lCT. 
He highlighted the importance of lCT to all aspect of life in 
the modern world. Stressing further, he pointed out that the 
DBI as a training lnstitute was established by the Nigerian 
Communications Commission (NCC) is focussed on 
capacity building and manpower development for both 
government and private organizations especially in the 
evolving areas of lCT, Telecoms and general skills 
development for self-sustenance. DBI's CEO informed of the 
NCC's intervention in the empowerment of Nigerians on 
digital literacy through the Advanced Digital Appreciation 
Programme for Tertiary Institutions (ADAPTI) which has led 
to the empowerment of over 90,000 staff of tertiary 
institutions in the country.  He appreciated the support of the 
NCC under the able leadership of Prof.  U.G Danbatta the 
Executive Vice Chairman/CEO. In the same vein, Prof Ajiya 
commended the strategic effort of the Hon. Minister of Digital 
Economy and communications Prof. Isa Ali Ibrahim Pantami 
who is leading initiatives towards enabling a self- sustaining 
lCT sector through impactful policy direction. He described 
the Hon. Minister as a workaholic,  who compulsively work 
hard for the upliftment and growth of Digital Economy in 
Nigeria. Also speaking,  the Hon. Minister of Digital Economy 
and communications Prof.  Isa Ali Ibrahim Pantami who was 
the Keynote Speaker at the occasion,  noted that "we are 
championing a paradigm shift in the country leveraging on 
Technology to give preference and priority to proven skills 
over paper qualifications, particularly Digital skills.  
He urged CISCO to "establish training academies across 
Nigeria especially underserved  areas in order to empower 
citizen with the requisite skills require to maintain global 
relevance." Finally, he pointed out that with the advent of 4G 
revolution,  virtual reality has eclipsed physical reality. The 
conference exemplified NITDA' s strategic alliances with the 
private sector and corporate bodies for the actualisation of 
Nigeria's  Digital Economy and IT vision. The DBI President 
was accompanied by the  Group Head,  Research,  
lnnovation and Consultancy Mr. Paulinus Ugwoke,  Head, 
Public Affairs Unit, Mr Akin Ogunlade,  and Temidayo 
Babansulaimon respectively. 

 
President/CEO DBI, Prof. Mohammed Ajiya. 
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DBI KANO CONDUCTS IN-HOUSE CAPACITY BUILDING FOR STAFF 
The management of the DBI Kano on 
Thursday, June 28 2022 completed its in-
house capacity building for the Institute 
staff and Instructors in the campus. 
Coordinated by the Human Resource unit 
of the campus, the training, as the 
campus management stated, is a train-
the-trainer workshop aimed at improving 
the capacity and productivity of staff as 
well as increase the number of the 
technical staff in the campus for optimum 
staff utilisation. To achieve this, the 
training is tailored to the business and 
functional areas of the Institute, and to the 
specific needs of the staff in their 
respective job responsibilities. “The main 
objective is to improve the staff efficiency 
and productivity and the organization as a 
whole, said Mr. Aminu Muhammad 
Danjuma, the HR officer and coordinator 
of the training. The training which held at 
the campus premises covers IOPT as 
well as orientated the participants on 
methods and strategies of instruction on 
IOPT culminated with an examination at 
the end of the exercise.  

PHOTO NEWS 

 
L-R Governing Board Member,  Dr  Niran Oyekale,  DBI President,  and a guest Mr. 

Joshua Okeowo Oderinde 

 
Presentation of An Award by the Association of Formidable Educational Development 

(AFED) in recognition of Digital Skills impact of  DBI on young generations, President/CEO 
received the award in his office. 
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